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men as the things of beauty that I enjoyed
and explored. The combination of industrial roof shapes and sleek car bodies
made a compelling photography session
for me. And, yes, he did buy a car!"
We also have a very brave photographer's
work to share. I find that her work creates
a physical reaction. She investigates ver- possible. We recommend it should be of
tigo, taking self-portraits in incredible modest length, absolute max of 7 minutes.
situations.

This is a series of images

where we recommend that you do not try Please let Clive know if you are contributthis yourselves! We look forward to seeing ing images (prints or PDI). PDIs as JPEGs,
your personally inspired work on Thursday. max 1600 x 1200 pixels, please. This
makes it much more efficient on the night
To allow sufficient time for inspiration and for the CPG Newsletter.

Contemporary Group
Cancelled

We meet on Thursday 1 March at 7.30 pm
at the Royal British Legion, Cornmeadow
Lane, WR3 7RL.
All members welcome.
£2 inc refreshments. Bar also available.

from outside and discussion we are trialling a new format. Please have a maximum of 10 images/prints in a folder
labelled with A and your name. If you
would like to show more, create a folder
'B' also with your name.

This gives a

'main' and 'reserve' set for each occasion.
Should you wish to show an AV, this is also
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Tessa Mills FRPS

AGM

Paul Minshull WGDP and Greg McLoughlin WGDP
receiving their diplomas from Chairman Eric Williams last
Images by Clive Haynes

Club Competitions
Duncan reminds us:The hand-in period for the Annual Nature competition ends on 6 March. There are just 3 more occasions to enter prints; at club meetings
on Tuesday 27 Feb and Tuesday 6 March and the Contemporary Group on Thursday 1 March. You are invited to enter PDIs at any time up
to 6 March.
Good Luck!

Club Exhibitions
It’s a similar set of deadlines for the WCC exhibition at Dudley Canal Trust’s Waterside
Gallery. Please do support your club and Barrie who has identified this great venue for us by
offering a print or two - open theme. Full details were in last week’s newsletter.
Remember, if you would like to borrow a frame to take part, contact Ruth, who has to be
elsewhere on Tuesday this week but email or phone ASAP if you would like to book a
frame. If you need help or advice on printing, why not talk to your club mentor if you have
one, or contact Maddy to arrange mentoring?
Please bring your mounted and framed pictures to either of the next two Tuesday
meetings or CPG on 1 March, latest 6th March and give them to Barrie, Janet Sprason,
Terry Wells or Ruth.
It would help the organisation greatly if you could please let Barrie know if you will be contributing one or more prints ASAP please.
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Congratulations!
Dick Sabey has recently gained a WCC Specialised Diploma for his AV submission. Worcestershire Bridges. Make sure your sound is on,
then click on the title image to hear a few words from Dick….

Dick Sabey WSDP
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WCC MidPhot results 2018
This year 15 members entered work into the Exhibition with varying degrees of success! In total there were 29 acceptances.
Congratulations go to Barrie Glover who won MCPF ribbons awards in the Open PDI category and Eric Williams also receives MCPF
Ribbons in the Nature PDI category. Paul Mann receives ribbons for a Monochrome Print.
Between them these three achieved 19 acceptances! – their winning images are shown below.
Congratulations to everyone who had work accepted
and thanks to all who submitted.
Judy

Barrie Glover DPAGB BPE3 WSDP2
Camargue Canter

Paul Mann ARPS CPAGB
I’m Only Looking

Eric Williams LRPS CPAGB
Lycaon Pictus Greeting
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Members’ Miscellany
Those members and 2 visitors who attended Tuesday’s Members’ Miscellany enjoyed an evening of
newer members presenting to their peers. Many thanks to those who agreed to share their work:
● Angie Hill with her enthusiasm for local landscapes
● Paul Dewdney and his photography progression path
● Mike Troth’s composite images were outstanding
● Val Dawson presented her diploma pictures and those that didn’t make it
● Kaz Diller EFIAP/s described his path to his AFIAP distinction
● Sue Warner showed some of her professional work of child portraits and fantasy composites
● Mark Waidson presented his passion - nocturnal / astro landscape images

Mike, Mark, Sue and Angie, by Clive with
apologies that the others escaped the camera!

These 7 WCC members accepted the challenge at rather short notice and produced presentations of the highest quality. My sincere
thanks to one and all as well as a big thank you to Alan Yeates who worked the computer harder than usual to ensure the smooth
running of the segments. What a superb evening it was!

Images by:
Kaz,

Paul,

Angie,

Val,
Mark,

Mike,

Sue.
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Vale of Evesham Camera Club
On Monday 19 February, 10 intrepid members journeyed to the east and filled an evening with excellence at the VECC. This event is a
long-standing commitment to share photographic experiences between our clubs.
The speakers this year were:
● Clive Haynes - an introduction and exploration of Infrared photography
● Alex Isaacs - a presentation of his street and travel images
● Chris Ford - overcoming the challenges of high speed flash and rear curtain sync flash
● Paul Mann - 3 differently themed AVs were enjoyed by all
● Douglas Gregor - explaining the difficulties of close-up and macro photography
● Bob Oakley - illustrating the process of producing digital ‘wet plate Collodion’ image in Photoshop
● Eric Williams - presenting our 2018 GB Cup Nature entries
Alongside these 7 members, Alan Yeates provided much needed technical experience and ran the computer for the evening. Gill
Haynes and Susan Oakley led the cheerleading team. Thank you to all those who contributed to this evening and I have received
messages of much appreciation from VECC programme manager and Chairman.

Alan,

Eric,

Clive,

Paul,

Bob, Douglas,
Alex and Chris.
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Lofoten Islands, Martin Addison FRPS
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Martin Addison FRPS
Lofoten Islands
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Saturday 3 March FREE

Victorian Giants: The Birth of Art

AV Distinction Event
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different levels from
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Hawarden and Oscar Rejlander.

ground-breaking

Victorian

Drawn from public and private collections internationally,
5 March is the Kinver

Victorian Giants will feature some of the most breath-taking

WCC phototrip, thanks

images in photographic history. Featuring striking portraits of

to Barrie.

sitters such as Charles Darwin, Alice Liddell, Dante Gabriel
Rossetti, Thomas Carlyle, George Frederic Watts, Ellen Terry and

Photography Show 1720

March

Alfred, Lord Tennyson.

2018.

Thanks to Photography

8 March Impressions Gallery Bradford International Women’s

News you can save £3

Day event 15.30

on standard adult entry (pay only £10.95) - use code PNEWSTPS18
to claim.* *Discount codes expire on 14 March 2018 and apply to

22

standard adult entry tickets only.

Free

March

4-7pm

Photographer’s Mix
17-18 March Comic Con Birmingham MCM Birmingham Comic Con

& Mingle at Studio

returns to the NEC for another fun-filled celebration of geeky

B61.

goodness! Lots of photo-opps…

model available.

Studio

and

Competitions & exhibitions
Take a look at the 2017 Landscape POTY winners and more (more like this on Flipboard)
BPE
● Vale of Evesham (BPE) closes 28 Feb.
th

● Basingstoke (BPE) closes 5th March.
● Neath closes 21 April. (Our speakers Bob and Sue Moore are among the selectors)
● Robin Hood (BPE) open until 28 April.
Win 4 tickets to Comic Con Closes 5 March (free draw).
IPP I-phone awards closes 31st March.
Capture the Moment - free entry. Closes 18 April.
.
London Salon opens 3 March closes 15 April
Portrait of Britain closes 11 am 1 May . Rules. Paid entry.
While you’re getting together your entries for the WCC Annual Nature Comp why not
submit some to the Worcestershire Wildlife Trust calendar competition for 2019 (free)
or the British Wildlife Photography Awards? Categories include Urban wildlife, Hidden
Britain (invertebrates) and Wild woods among others…
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